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Message Eleven of Twelve 

Embracing Galactic Re-Alignment 
Through Wisdom Teacher Sri Ram Kaa & Master Lady Kira Raa 

Delivered at TOSA GIANT Merkabah Consecration, TOSA Ranch, New Mexico, USA 
September 02, 2006 

 
Archangel Zadkiel Speaks: 

Yes! WE…ARE…here. From ALL areas. From ALL BE-ings. From ALL dimensions and ALL times 
and ALL travels, as you would say, we come to you today through the Golden ray of the 
Metronian1spirit. Through the opening of the Divine Elohim, there is great dispensation.  

A joyous time is upon you now. 
Your planet and ALL planets are aligned with galactic re-a-LION-ment. 

 
1 Referende to Archangel Metatron and the Golden ray. 
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Opening the 144 Sha’ak-Ras2 of Realignment 
Your spine is already resonating with re-a-lION-ment. The spine, the nerves, and the systems 

of the spine are ALL saying YES to this galactic energy. In the central nervous systems that 
runs up the spine, and with all that is indeed part of that which you know as the chakra 

system, IT…IS… time, dearest children, for YOU to activate the 144 Sha’ak-Ras3. 
 
You ask what are the Sha’ak-Ras? What is the difference between a chakra and the Sha’ak-
Ras? The Sha’ak-ra’s of this time are the 144 Divine Connectors assembled from the 12 
energies of the ascension portals of the Divine Galactic Blueprint.  
 

Within the ascension portals, are the 12 points of the ascended chakra system4, the 144 
Sha’ak-Ra’s, ALL beckon with light, in divine connection with the Elohimian5 path, that has 

opened before you the portal of greatest alignment now. 
 
Your planet, this sphere as you call it, this divine area, known to you as Earth or Gaia, IS…THE 
planet of Divine Nourishment. Before you are great, great openings and powerful recognitions. 

 
Before you now are those things that you have waited for.  

The time that you have been present for. The opportunities that you have waited for. 
 

The Physical Body and the Realignment 
Your bodies ARE Will…Are Will. Yes! Those two words are being said together intentionally. 

 
Your bodies Are and your bodies Will, be responding very, very rapidly. 

 
They are already responding to the re-a-LION-ment. The primary systems responding are the 
central nervous system and the spine. The central nervous system and the spine are looking 
forward to a re-a-LION-ment that is happening that cannot occur on the table, as you would call 
it. You cannot lay down and let someone adjust your spine.  It will not happen that way. 

 
2 The fully Activated Ascension Energy of the Divine Galactic Blueprint: 12 points x 12 points of energy = the 144 Sha’ak-Ra’s 
3 This is a Direct reference to the movement of the ASCENDED KUNDALINI!   
4 The Divine Galactic Blueprint 
5 Of the Elohim 
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Indeed! The adjustment that is happening now is an adjustment and a re-a-LION-ment that 
is reconfiguring your own DNA structuring. This divine portal of direct communion, which 

has always been, is simply more available to more people, to more beings, to more energies. 
It has always been, and yet, in the grand recognition, in the grand availability, those that are 

now ready to come forward and say Yes, will find great re-a-LION-ment. 

 

In the great re-a-LION-ment, you must be clear in what you wish to have re-a-LION-ed with. We 
could play with the words and you know this. There is no need to play with the words, the 
question is, dearest ones: 

“If you are an army of Lions, yet you are led by a Lamb, how do you go forward?” 
 

Recognizing Divine Elohimian Contact 
What are you? You are many, many, many energies. YOU…ARE… more than just one energy. 
The concept that you are an energy, is the density-based concept of limited perception to that 
which you are. You are more than one energy. 

 
You are multiple expressions of multiple energies of multiple dimensions that are having an 

extraordinary multiple experience; a multiple expression6. 
 
You are aligned with many expressions. In the a-Lion-ment of many expressions, IT…IS…TIME 
for you to interface with many more expressions. At this time, in the cycle of that which has 
been expanding in this world for eons, you are at the time of Divine Elohimian Contact! 

 
In the re-cog-nition of Divine Elohimian Contact, your heart will initially wish to expand in 
many ways. For many, the heart will not expand, it will impand, as we shall say. 

 
Now you say, what kind of word is impand? We shall explain. Many will implode the energy of 
their own expansion back into their own BE-ing-ness. Acting from absolute re-cognition that 
re-a-LION-ment is too terrifying, too scary, too misunderstood; this is because the brain will be 
functioning in many different ways. 

 
 

6 Direct reference to Multi-dimensional witnessing/existence/embodiment. 
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What percentage of your brain is functioning? 

 
Ask yourself right now! Do not pay attention to the formulas you have been presented, simply 
go deep into your own heart and ask: What percentage of my divine brain is working now? 
Trust what you hear. Trust what YOU hear. 

When you listen to that which is speaking to you, through you, as you, and in you; 
 YOU…open up to the greater form of re-cognition communication. 

 
Many say to us; “I want Divine Contact right now”. What they are really saying is, satisfy my 
ego brain that you really exist. If I don’t see you, I don’t want to believe you are there.  
 
Very fascinating. Those are the same ones that believe in many millions of dollars but may not 
have seen that either. Very fascinating, is it not? 

 
Indeed! YOU…ARE…at the time of Divine Recognition! What is it you choose to re-cognize? For 
example, ask yourself, how many are here today that are not in physical form? Yes! Trust what 
you hear. How many beings are present with you right now?  
 
How many have already built crystalline cities in this world you call Earth? How many have 
already brought forth powerful, divine, immense structures that would make this Merkabah7 
look like little pittance, little teeny tiny grain of sand? Yes! 

Connecting with your Galactic Brethren 
How many are here already? How many are here ALL-ready? How many do you choose to 
acknowledge? How many do you choose to ignore?  
 
Dearest children, you live in a world where the human brain wishes to compete with the divine 
brain, and take over sometimes, no? Yes! It wishes to control and says: You must do this 
because of this. All-ways cutting deals with it-self, no? Yes! 

 
7 This insoulment was delivered on the day of the consecration of the Giant Merkabah at TOSA Ranch.  The photo on page one is from that day. 
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It is imperative for YOU to re-cog-nize NOW that the divine re-cognition, the divine brain so to 
speak, is in a time of galactic  re-a-LION-ment, re-unification, with the human brain. 

The two are One8. 
 
You are many energies. If you were to look at just two of the many energies that you are, the 
Divine and the human, would that in and of itself not be enough to keep you most busy for a 
while? Yes! Then add Galactic brethren. 

 
Dearest children, you are at the time of recognition, information, contact, BE-ing-ness and 

presence with your Galactic brethren. They are not the alien you call them to be. 
 They are…indeed…a spark of you…a piece of you. 

YOU…dearest children, are the galactic brethren you seek. 
 
Look into your own eyes. Look at the differences in physical structures, skeletal structures, and 
the way that you are so similar yet unique in this world. This exists in many dimensions and in 
many worlds that exist within your own third dimension. Many of you say, please bring 
dimensionality forward to me now, so that we may have this contact. We offer you this 
recognition. 

All that you seek is before you now, yet are you truly ready for it9? 
Your emotional brain, your physical brain, will say: “You bet I’m ready. Right now, I want it now, 
and give me the candy on top”. Yes! And dearest children, when you go deep into the truth of 
your own DNA, your vessels, your blood, your cells, your spine that is re-a-LION-ing now, the 
central nervous system that is coming forward; very few of you are really ready. Very few. 

 
Many of you wish so much to just make me safer for this day. Would you pay my bills so I 
could be safer today? Would you please make my family happier today? Would you please just 
help me walk one more day without pain? Would you please take away my pain?  
 
This, dearest children, is a beautiful gift. Indeed. The beautiful gift of the re-co-gnition within 
you shows you where your a-LION-ments are waiting to come forward. 

 
8 The definition of Sacred Union,  When the divine presence animates the body of form in complete conscious awareness. The state of the Yoga of Self-
Ascension. 
9 This insoulment was re-released December 14, 2020 the culminating PEAK UPLEVEL moment of 2020.  Within the energy of the New Moon and the 
Solar Eclipse.  Confirmation of spiral time and the reminder to remain in heightened states of consciousness. 
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Understanding A-Lion-Ment 
What are you a-LION-ed with? Dearest, dearest children, we have beseeched you for two 
years, yes two years, as you call years in this world, to simply make a choice10. We offer you 
divine and loving reassurance, all choices are indeed in divine order and divine perfection. We 
simply ask you to make the choice. 

What is it you truly, truly, wish to bring forward for yourself?  
What is it you truly wish to experience? 

 
You see dearest children, when you say one thing, yet you live another and walk another; you 
send to us the signal that says please help me continue as I am, and we honor for you that. We 
will all-ways honor what you ask for. And we do not need words to understand what you are 
asking for. 
 
Often your words are in conflict with what your many beauty-full energy fields are creating. 

 
As you are moving forward in greater a-LION-ment into this great time of re-cog-nition of your 
galactic brethren, how will it be for you? What in your life will have to change when you 
absolutely know that you are a divine galactic citizen?  
 
How much around this world will change? How many are ready?  
How many do not want to be ready?  
All good choices, because they are made! Making a choice IS the good choice.  
Not making the choice is the hell you see. 

Choice and Opportunity 
Many say deliver me from pain, and then continue to do what you wish thinking it will stop the 
pain.  

What do you wish right now? Where do you wish to go? What do you wish to do? 
 
Dearest ones, before you are many, many, many choices. In those choices you must make 
decisions. Only when you make a decision, does the opportunity come forward in front of you. 

 
10 This insoulment is re-released as humanity enters the second year of the Two-year uplevel to assist with time compression and greater awakening. 
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So many of you say “I have made my choice, why does nothing change?” 
 

Dearest children, when you have made your choice, have you paid attention to the 
opportunities that come forward from the choice? You say:  is not that another choice? 

We ask you: Is not that an outcome of a commitment? What are you committed to? 
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When you commit to your choice the opportunities are many, and they will present 
themselves to you because you are in the grand multi-expressional experience of this world! 
 
My goodness, so many expressions. Yes! In your own, as you say lifetime, how many 
expressions have you had? (Laughter) Like clothes in a closet, go count. Today I am red, 
tomorrow I’m orange, today I’m white, tomorrow I’m blue. How many times have you offered 
to yourself more expressions, more understandings? 

 
Can you allow your-self to be expanded into galactic presence? Can you do this?  
And, this is OK. Yes or no, it does not matter. Just say yes or no. In the yes or no, the 
opportunities will present themselves. 

In the presentation of the opportunities that come forward 
to you, how you respond to those opportunities,  

will offer you recognition as to the dedication  
to the choice you have made. 

 
Often you say: I have made the choice. Then a little simple thing takes you way out of the 
choice again. Nope, must run away from this. Yes! Is indeed not running away a choice too? 
Yes! 

Embracing Honest Communication with Your-self 
What is it you wish to do? What is it you wish to come forward with? Dearest children, the 5th 
dimension is but a steppingstone of that which if before you now. It is not a destination.  
IT…IS…indeed an energy, a presence, a way of living, a way of BE-ing that is before you now. 
Your bodies are in the presence of divine re-a-LION-ment. In the divine re-a-LION-ment, your 
bodies will take you where you wish to go, in this world. 

 
Protect them dearly. Love them dearly. Let them speak to you.  If you have not had a good 

conversation with your body recently, please do. 
 
Sit down and have a good knock-down drag-out if you must. Hey knees, how are you doing? 
What’s up hip? What’s up with you joints? What’s up with you back? Tell me blood, how we 
feeling today? Yes! 
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It is wonderful to giggle and it is wonderful to engage. Remember your bodies wish to engage 
YOU. As YOU engage your divine vessel, as you engage this opportunity, you will find grand 
freedom!  
 
Freedom to embrace honest communication with your own beauty-FULL BE-ing-ness. 

 
In honest communication with your own BE-ing-ness, many say: I feel I’m losing much. I am 
losing money. I am losing this, or that.  I can’t seem to find anything. I feel like I’m losing 
ground.   My projects aren’t doing what they should do. 

 
Are you sure? Are you sure? 

Lion or Lamb? 
Dearest ones, you are in the time of great, great Lion energy. Are you a Lion? Or are you a 
Lamb? If you tenderly, gingerly, tip-toeing around and go baaa, yes, the world will baaa back. 
Just around the corner, somebody has a clippers for the sheep! My goodness, yes. Yes. 

 
It is true dear ones, that in the time of the Lion, this great, great cycle of the culminating 

energy of this experience of humans in form this way, this time, bar none, is the single most 
powerful time that has ever been, in your expression of Light, in density and form. 

 
How do you wish to be?  
 
If you wish to be a lamb, then grow a big wooly coat and have good fun. Perhaps you will grow 
horns, who knows. You could be a ram lamb! Hooo! (Audience Laughter) 

 
It is up to you, what is it you wish?  

If you wish to be a Lion, what kind of Lion are you?  
Dearest children, there is all-ways one Lion that stands at the top with a roar. This is the one 
that is heard. What are you? Do you roar for service to humanity, or do you roar for yourself? 
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The time of great service is here. Great service. The greatest gift we can offer you, is to offer 
your heart the memory that YOU…ARE…HERE…now. That is the greatest service you could ever 
offer. We honor you deeply for your great gift of service, because you are here now, you have 
stayed here, you are in this world, you have stayed. 

YOU Make the Difference 
You have had your choices, your time, your doubts, your pain, and YOU…ARE…HERE…NOW! 
We love you beyond compare. Your presence matters, YOU matter. You have not lost anything! 
YOU…ARE…at the time of great re-a-LION-ment. How do you wish to be? What do you wish to 
do?  How will it express?  
 
Are you a Lion, are you a Lamb?  
 
Both will be together, one need not fear the other. Just be clear. In this time right now, in this 
cycle right now, those of you that carry the Lion will indeed be forging the path for the lamb. A 
great herd of Lambs, led by one strong Lion, will conquer Lions led by a Lamb. Pay attention. 

 
You are a great service. Your presence is of great service, walk each step with purpose. 

Breathe each breath with recognition. Love each moment with greater Love. 
 
Stand firm in the truth of your precious BE-ing-ness. Together, you and your Galactic brethren, 
are already co-creating an extraordinary energy. 

 
This energy field is escalating rapidly, and everything will shake loose. If you are standing in 
the middle of a whirly-twirly, it spins so fast, you cannot hold on! No! If it’s not battened 
down, it’s flying away. 

 
Are you battened to your choice? Or are you not so sure? If you are not so sure, don’t get in the 
twirly whirly. (Much Laughter) Yes!  For it will all fly away! 
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Dearest children, you are no longer living in the world that you thought you were living in. 
What is thought anyway?  A fleeting substance that offers you a moment of illusionary 

comfort; an opportunity to play. 
 
Play well. Play great. Play, be, know and do. This is your time!  
Your presence is so important, we love you dearly. Our hearts, your hearts, your brethren’s 
hearts, are with you often. You are vitally and deeply important. You are honored and your 
galactic reunification is one party we are looking forward to. Yes. Be prepared. 

 
How do you prepare? 

 
By trusting your own heart. When the mind says I want proof, say thank you mind, I love you 
too and then go back into your heart and give yourself the gift of knowing.  
 
Ask yourself again, how many beings are with you right now? Ask. Ask. How many are with you 
right now, in this moment? Trust the number, trust what you hear. 

 
Trust. You already have evolved into that which you seek. Are you ready to accept that? That is 
all. Remember to Breathe. 

 
As you all wish, it shall be. 

Stay clear in your choices, stay in the recognition of all that is. 
Remember you are at a powerful time of a-LION-ment. 

Pay attention to your spine, pay attention to your bodies, pay attention to that which is 
happening around you now. You are at a great time and all is well. 

Many Blessings. 


